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Spin Echo Measurements of Nuclear Spin Coupling in Molecules*
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A new type of nuclear spin-spin coupling in molecules in liquids is investigated by means of the spin echo
technique. A coupling interaction of the rotationally invariant form kJI& I2 in the nuclear induction
Hamiltonian predicts the detailed shape of the spin echo envelope. Echo modulation frequencies corre-
sponding to the coupling J and the chemical shift between nonequivalent protons are measured in a variety
of compounds. A generalized method for calculating the spin echo is presented for large chemical shift and
weak coupling among an arbitrary number of spins. The damping of the echo modulation, due to spin
relaxation and molecular effects which interrupt the J coupling, is accounted for by a phenomenological
treatment of the quantum-mechanical expectation value of nuclear magnetization.

I. INTRODUCTION

SIDE from the measurement of spins and gyro-
magnetic ratios by the method of nuclear reso-

nance or nuclear induction, ' ' there are many problems
in molecular structure and the solid state which have
been studied by this technique. This paper deals pri-
marily with one of a group of higher order eRects deter-
mined by the chemical environment of the nucleus.
The nuclear configurations in crystals and the electronic
configurations about nuclei in atoms, molecules, and in
metals cause definite shifts in the nuclear resonance
frequency. The resonance frequency of the nuclear
moment is shifted from that value which it would have
if the nucleus were isolated from neighboring nuclei,
and stripped of all extra-nuclear electrons. In some
instances a single resonance line may be split into two
or more lines by local magnetic fields in the lattice, or an
electric field gradient may interact with any nuclear
electric quadrupole moment and cause line splitting. In
the case of single resonance shifts, actual experiment
reveals the differences in absolute shifts between reso-

nance frequencies of like nuclear species as they occur
in different chemical environments. An outline of the
known eRects which produce resonance shifts is given
below.

A. The Chemical Shift

A shift in the nuclear resonance, known as the
chemical shift, ' 4 is due to the eRects of diamagnetism
and induced paramagnetism in a molecule. Because
these two eRects are linearly proportional to the applied
magnetic field, it is impossible to distinguish them from
one another. A local magnetic field at the position of
the nucleus is caused by the Larmor precession of
extra-nuclear electrons in an externally applied magnetic
field. In first order, the eRect due to a spherically
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symmetric electron distribution is given by the Lamb
diamagnetic correction. ' In second order, where elec-
trons undergo attraction by two or more nuclei in
molecules, it has been shown by Ramsey' that the
induced paramagnetism (which in many cases is com-
parable to, or larger than, the diamagnetic correction)
arises from a perturbation in which the ground state
mixes with a paramagnetic excited, state of the molecule.
This causes the observed large chemical shift when the
energy level of the paramagnetic state lies very close
to that of the ground. state.

B. Direct Nuclear Magnetic Dipole-Dipole
Coupling in Crystals

Pake first showed' that the resonance of two proton
nuclear moments, which are close neighbors, reveals a
splitting into two lines. The magnetic dipole fields, due
to parallel and antiparallel orientations of the protons,
respectively add and subtract local fields at the posi-
tions of these protons throughout the lattice. These
values superimpose upon the constant value of the
externally applied field and cause the splitting. More
complicated spin systems in crystals have been studied
which show resonance line shapes determined by the
direct dipole-dipole interaction. No case has been
confirmed in which the direct interaction prevails in
liquids. This is to be expected since this direct coupling
averages out due to rapid and random rotations of a
molecule in a liquid. ' '

C. Shift Due to Conduction Electrons in Metals

Knight" has found that the paramagnetism due to
conduction electrons in metals causes a net local mag-

' W. E. Lamb, Phys. Rev. 60, 817 (1941).' N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 78, 699 (1950).
G. E. Pake, J. Chem. Phys. 16, 327 (1948).' E. R. Andrew and R. Bersohn, J. Chem. Phys. 18, 159 (1950).' The interaction between two parallel dipoles is proportional

to 1—3 cos'8, where 8 is the angle between the internuclear axis
and the direction of the dipoles. This quantity averages to zero
over a sphere but its square does not. During discussions at the
American Physical Society meeting in Washington, D. C., April,
1951,Purcell pointed out that for this reason. the direct interaction,
in second order, can exist in liquids with a magnitude inversely
proportional to the applied magnetic 6eld. As yet this sma]l effect
has not been observed."W. D. Knight, Phys. Rev. 76, 1259 (1949).
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netic field at the position of the nucleus. The magnitude
of this shift is proportional to the value of the applied
magnetic field.

D. Quadrupole Splitting in Crystals

Pound has demonstrated" for nuclei with spin I) ~

that the gradient of the electric field at the nucleus in

crystals splits the magnetic resonance into 2I lines. In
liquids electric field gradients have zero average value,
and only a broadening of a single resonance line can
result because of the quadrupole interaction.

E. Indirect Nuc1ear Spin-Spin Coup1ing

A new type of splitting is observed in liquids which
is independent of the applied magnetic field and the
temperature. The bonding electrons between nuclear
magnetic dipoles in a molecule serve as a medium which
communicates a nuclear spin-spin magnetic interaction.
The first case of such a field independent splitting was
observed by the slow passage method in Sb"' contained
in the SbF6 ion." The effect was first attributed""
to various local fields due to the possible F" nuclear
orientations (direct dipole coupling discussed in B
above) which could split the Sb"' resonance into a
number of lines. This requires the assumption that a
hindrance of the random rotation of the SbF6 ion
takes place in the liquid state so that the dipole fields

due to the six F"nuclei do not average out completely
at the position of the Sb"' nucleus. The effect of such a
splitting with use of spin echoes was later found' in
ethanol" and similar organic compounds. With the
subsequent appearance of many cases of such splittings
in liquids by the groups at Illinois" " and at
Stanford, ""it became apparent that, although the
direct nuclear dipole coupling mechanism might explain
some general features of this splitting, the following
difticulties arise: (a) it is difficult to account for rota-
tional hindrance in a wide variety of molecules in

liquids; and (b) the absence of splitting among chemi-

cally equivalent nuclear moments is not explained by
this interaction.

Previously the authors have reported a measurement"
of the spin echo envelope due to two coupled protons in
dichloroacetaldehyde. An interaction of the form
J'p~ p2 was used in the Hamiltonian to predict the
shape of the echo envelope in this molecule, and precise
agreement was obtained with experiment. We may
express I'p~ p, =kJI~ I,, where 1—=l(I„I„,I,) is the

"R.V. Pound, Phys. Rev. 79, 685 (1950).
~ W. G. Proctor and F. C. Yu, Phys. Rev. 81, 20 (1951).
"E.R. Andrew, Phys. Rev. 82, 443 (1951).
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"H. S. Gutowsky and D. W. McCall, Phys. Rev. 82, 748 (1951).
' Gutowsky, McCall, and Slichter, Phys. Rev. 84, 589 (1951);

McNeil, Slichter, and Gutowsky, Phys. Rev. 84, 1245 {1951).
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lished). We are grateful to them for an advance copy of this paper.
'8 E. L. Hahn and D. E. Maxwell, Phys. Rev. 84, 1246 (1951).
"M. E. Packard and J. T. Arnold, Phys. Rev. 83, 210 (1.951);

Arnold, Dharmatti, and Packard, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 507 {1951}.

spin operator and J is expressed in angular frequency.
This form of the interaction is invariant to rotation,
which predicts the fact that the coupling can be ob-
served in molecules in liquids. A generalized form of
this operator correctly accounts for the number, relative
amplitudes, and relative splittings of absorption lines
observed by the slow passage method" when coupling
takes place between nonequivalent groups of nuclear
dipoles in the same molecule. No splitting or echo
modulation is predicted by such a coupling between
equivalent spins, although the coupling still exists.

Several specific spin-electron-spin coupling mecha-
nisms are possible in molecules. A majority of them
give rise to the p~ p~ form of interaction and may all

play a role in accounting for observed values of J of the
order of 1 cps or less. In order to account for' larger
values of I observed in many cases (of the order of
kilocycles), Ramsey and Purceli2' have shown that the
p& p2 interaction is due mainly to one mechanism which
can make J so large that probably all other mechanisms
are of negligible inQuence in most of the observed cases.
In the example of two indirectly coupled moments in
the HD molecule, Ramsey and Purcell have shown that
the bonding electrons, with spins normally antiparallel,
are parallel in the triplet state for a small percentage of
the time because of the perturbing inhuence of parallel
orientations of the H and D nuclei. The hyperfine
interaction of the electrons with the H and D nuclei
then cause net local magnetic fields to appear at the
positions of these nuclei. The energy expression J'p& p2
thus accounts for the fact that nucleus 1 sees a local
field proportional to J'p2 and conversely for nucleus 2,
where J' accounts for the mechanism by which the
bonding electrons communicate such a local field. In
frequency units (I/2'), each nucleus will see the same
splitting, which Ramsey and Purcell have calculated to
be approximately 70 cps for the HD molecule.

In this paper a transient analysis of the indirect
spin-spin coupling effect (hereafter denoted by J
coupling or splitting) is made of spin echo measure-
ments. "The equivalent information in many respects
is available from the analysis of steady-state resonance
experiments, and yet the two methods serve to sup-
plement each other. Many points which are discussed
in this paper have been arrived at independently by the
Gutowsky-Slichter group at Illinois. "In the course of
our research we have learned, through exchange of
information with the Illinois group, of the important
results which they established from slow passage experi-
ments.

The echo method possesses certain inherent ad-
vantages. For long relaxation times this method is able
to resolve frequencies of the order of 1 cps, although an
external field inhomogeneity over the spin sample
produces a spread in Larmor frequencies much greater
than this. Resolution is primarily limited because

"N. F. Ramsey and E. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev. SS, 143 (1952).
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FIG. 1. Multiple photographic exposures of proton echo oscil-
loscope signals obtained in 2-bromo-5-chlorothiophene. The first
rf pulse initiates the sweep. An exposure is made of the echo for
each position of the second pulse (the pulses are not visible).
As v is increased, the maximum of the spin echo at the time 2r
traces out the modulation of the echo envelope. The time duration
of the total sweep is 0.66 sec, and the Larmor frequency is 31 Mc.

thermal self-diGusion of molecules in liquids destroys
the coherence of precession frequency as the nucleus
migrates from one field value to another. This effect,
however, is not as serious as that due to field inhomo-
geneity in slow passage experiments. In experiments.
where the eGect of small splittings must be resolved,
and where theory must be checked in detail, it is advan-
tageous to study echo signals because they occur in the
absence of a driving rf held. Accurate information can
be obtained from the detailed shape of the echo envelope
without having to consider the eGect of a driving rf
field on the measured decay of the echo signal.

II. THEORY AND EXPEMMENT OF THE
TWO-PROTON COUPLING CASE

The majority of nuclear resonance eGects observed
in an ensemble of nuclear moments in a liquid are well
described by the classical Bloch equations. ' The longi-
tudinal relaxation time Tj and the transverse relaxation
time T2 can be measured as definite quantities pro-
viding that the nuclei are perturbed only by local fields
which are completely random and isotropic. Kith the
presence of J type coupling between nuclei within
molecules in liquids, it is no longer possible to develop a
general set of classical nuclear induction equations from
the quantum-mechanical expectation values of the com-
ponents of nuclear magnetization which are measured.
Although the purely quantum-mechanical treatment
which is to be presented shall at first not include the
damping eGect due to T~ and T2, a phenomenological
treatment, which uses the quantum-mechanical result,

will show that the over-all effect of these relaxation
times is the same as in the Bloch equations; the co-
herence of the additional Larmor precession frequencies
caused by the J splitting is also given by. T2 and is
destroyed exponentially.

According to the echo method, " two short, intense
pulses of radiofrequency power are applied to the spin
ensemble at resonance and are separated by the time
interval r. The echo appears with a maximum amplitude
at time 2v- after the application of the first pulse. At the
onset of the first radiofrequency pulse the spin ensemble
is at thermal equilibrium. For each setting of v. the
maximum of the echo signal is measured and plotted as
a function of increasing r. The echo envelope thus
obtained will normally decay monotonically with time
in the absence of J splitting, and can yield an accurate
measure of T2 in those cases where molecular self-
diGusion is not important. Consider now the simplest
case of J splitting in which two resonant protons are
close neighbors in a molecule, and in addition are
chemically nonequivalent. This is denoted by assigning
to proton 1 an absolute chemical shift of hi. gauss, and
to proton 2 the value h2. The J splitting is not observed
unless coupled nuclei are nonequivalent in the sense
that (1) they have different chemical shifts, as in this
particular case for identical nuclei, or (2) that they are
not identical. The reason for this can be understood in
the case of two-proton coupling where the J splitting
appears in transitions between pure triplet states and
states which are linear combinations of, singlet and
triplet terms. Normally transitions to the singlet state
are forbidden unless the identity between the two
protons is removed by a diGerence in chemical shift,
Kith a chemical shift, as seen in Fig. 1, two frequencies
then appear to modulate the decay of the spin echo
envelope, which depend upon bothy and 8=y(h' —ho),
where 8 is the angular frequency which corresponds to
the chemical shift and y is the nuclear gyromagnetic
ratio. The shape of this echo envelope can be described
(as well as properties of J splitting observed in slow

passage experiments) if the Hamiltonian, 'o

~= —v&l I, (Ho+h, )+Io (Ho+h2)] —&'4 4, (1)

is chosen to describe the two-proton coupled system in
a constant magnetic Geld Ho. Both nuclei are subjected
to the nuclear resonance imposed by the application of
two radiofrequency pulses, where the rf frequency
co =wHO. Each pulse at H~ gauss maximum amplitude
lasts for t„seconds, where t„«v,and 1/t„,yH'(=~a)
))yAH, 8, J; hH is the magnitude of the external Geld

inhomogeneity over the sample. If only one of two
coupled nuclei is subjected to resonance (e.g. , between
F" and H) no echo envelope modulation will appear
for either of such coupled nuclei, although the steady
state resonance will still reveal the J splitting.

The zero order two-proton spin wave function, which

applies both in the presence and absence of pulses, is
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given by

0= Z Q as, ~(t)4s, m exp iE—s, „t/h,
s=om=s

(2)

where

Q= L~—(~'+ &')«]/6, Q'= L~+(~'+&')«]/6,

where the total spin S=1 for the triplet state and S=0
for the singlet state. ps „specifies the spin state
function characterized by the magnetic quantum
number nz, and Es is the corresponding eigenvalue.
The three triplet state probability amplitudes u&,

(m = 1,0, —1) are time dependent during the application
of II~ and the singlet state amplitude co, o remains
constant. The Hamiltonian,

3e= —yh(Ii+Io) (Ho+Hi), (3)

describes the system during a pulse, and terms due to
b and J are omitted for 1/t„»8 and J. Upon substi-
tuting (2) and (3) into the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation,

(4)

and solving for ai, (t), we obtain

ai, p(t) = ai, o(t;) cos(piit)+ (i/v2)

)&Lai, i(t~)+ai, i(t;)] sin((o, t), (Sa)

ai, +,(t) =a,, ~i(t;) cos'(oo, t/2) —a,, ~,(t,) sin'(piit/2)

z
+ ai, p(t;) sin—(po,t). (5b)

v2

The pulse is turned on at t = t, and turned off at t = t,+t„
=)~'. These coeKcients can also be obtained from a,

g'eneral method given by Bloch and Rabi,"which will
be applied later in cases involving more than two spins.
In the absence of H&, during the relatively long time of
free Larmor precession, it is necessary to correct the
wave function given by (2) in order to include the
perturbation eGects of 8 and Jon the Larmor precession.
The Hamiltonian given by (1) shall apply. The coef-
6cients as, become constants determined by initial
conditions due to pulses. By the Ritz variational
method" the following normalized and corrected wave
function is obtained:

P=a„i(t )Lexp( —iE„,t/h)]n, no

+ai -i(t'')Lexp( —iE~-it/h)]pips (6a)

Ei, i—— yh—(Ho+ ,'h, +-,'h, )-,'h—J,—

Ei, i= yh(Hp+-,'hi+-,'ho) ——,'hJ,

Ep=hP~J pi(J'+6')«]

Eo'= hI:V+-'(~'+ ~')«]

and ps is a product function of component spin states
of the system, with each state given by a for I= ~ and
P for I=——',. The constants ai, (t,) of Eqs. (5) and
a,, o(t,) are amplitudes of the above four stationary
states at t=t, . The coeKcients of aino, PiPo, and
(o.iPo+npPi)42 are then equal to the constants ai, (t,)
in Eqs. (5), where only the triplet states are involved.
The factor of (niPo —0;oPi)/K2, the singlet state, remains
unchanged, and is set equal to ap, p(ti ) in Eq. (6). The
eigenvalues and the splittings which result in slow
passage are shown by the Zeeman level diagram in
Fig. 2. The top and bottom levels (terms in (6a)) are
pure triplet states and each of the two closely spaced
levels is a linear combination of singlet and triplet states
(terms (6b) and (6c)). For 8—+0, Q =0 and Qi= op, and
the mixed state with the energy eigenvalue Eo' now
becomes a pure singlet state. The J splitting therefore
disappears because transitions to and from the pure
singlet state are forbidden. This supports the fact in
the case of two equivalent nuclei that no J splitting is
observed. "For 8 J the intensities of the transitions
indicated are determined by the particular transition
probabilities between the given states as well as by
their statistical weights. In the order of increasing fre-
quency the magnitudes of the absorption lines are in
the ratio of

1+Q" 1+Q' 1+Q' 1+Q"

In the limit J«8 then Q = —1, Q' =+1, all of the am-
plitudes are equal, and the J splittings conform to the
rule given by Gutowsky. "

The expectation value of the precessing components

1 1'ao, o(t )—aLo(t )Qq
~I p.(1+Q')

)NE Q-Q'

1 (ap p(t )—ai, p(t )Q')
II ~ipo(1+Q)

vz( Q Q' )
+cKoPi(1—Q)] exp( iEot/h) —(6b)

E, ;-ro(s,+"'," )-p
i« i«

E, &(-f-] +e )

E,-$(/+as" + o ~)
'fA ~0

EI I op(po+h~~)

+cKoPi(1 —Q')] exp( —iEp t/h), (6c)
~' F, Bloch and I. I. Rabi, Revs. Modern Phys. I?, 237 (1945).
~ L. Pauling and E. B. Wilson, Introduction to Quantum

Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1935),
p. 189.

E,„-ro(H;.~o'o')-+
E( ( rp(so+hg)

FIG. 2. Zeeman energy level diagram for a nonequivalent two-
spin system (I=) for each spin). For 5=0 the magnitude of
h12= h1 =h~ chosen is arbitrary.
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DL J COUPLING AMONG THREE OR MORE SPINS

A generalized form of the J coupling Hamiltonian
among e spins, given by

shall be used to express the coupling, where H is an
arbitrary external magnetic 6eld and h, is the chemical
shift of the jth nucleus. Consider the coupling of two
nonequivalent spin groups A and 8, where E~ and E~
denote the coupling between equivalent spins in groups
A and 8, respectively. The Hamiltonian (9) can then
be written as

X=—yet Sg (H+h~)+Sic (H+hs)]
—&&Sg Sg—C(E~5g', EgSIi', Eall'', Eala'),

(10)
where

y=yg=yg, and Ig and I~ are the spin values of
component nuclei in groups A and J3, respectively. C is
a function of terms, as indicated, which commutes
with K, and introduces the coe%eients Eg and E~ as
constants in the energy eigenvalues of this system.
These coupling constants do not appear in the dif-
ferences between these eigenvalues, and therefore are
not observed in resonance splittings. Of course, if 8 =0
then J coupling disappears for the same reason, namely,
that Sg Ss—+5'~ s, and a single resonance line results.
In the spin echo experiment the interference CGcct which
gives rise to the envelope modulation correspondingly
vanlshcs. .

A. Couyling Among Three Syins

The result for the exact calculation (8 and J arbi-
trary) in which two equivalent spins couple with a
'tlllld spill (I= g fol eacll spill and "rg =+11) is glvell ill
the Appendix B. In Fig. 4 the observed echo envelope
duc to three protons in CHCl2CH2CI is plotted, where
J/2~=6. 0 cps and 8/2vr=48 cps at ~/2m. =24 Mc.
Figure 5 shows photographs of these echoes at 31 Mc.
This case also applies to protons in CHCl2CHC1CHCl2,
where J/2~ =5.3 cps and 8/2s. =38 cps at &v/2s. =24Mc.
The proton echo envelopes for both of these moleeules
is accurately described if terms involving only the
ratio J/b, taken to the first power, are retained in the
exact cxprcsslon given ln Appendix B. Thc Zccman
energy level diagram is shown in Fig. 6. SchiG ' de-
scribes the symmetry properties of the various spin
functions which are linearly combined to give the
particular states as indicated. For 8=0 the states cor-
responding to the eigenvalues E3 and E~ can only have

~4L. I. Schia, glum|!mm M~~husics (Mcoraw-Hill aook Com-
pany, Inc., Nev York, 1949), p. 229.

NORMAUZED ECHO ENVELOPE

&LAa~oa
I-DtCHLON-2-CHLOROETHANE

CHCig CHgcl

+=48 c.ps.

X

G

x

1 I I

0.2
IN SECONN

l

08

FIo. 4. Experimental echo envelope plots for protons in
j.-dichloro-2-chloroethane. The meaning of the lower and upper
solid line plots is the same as in Fig. 3. The dotted lines plotted
from the theory trace out the envelope of the upper and lower
limits of the echo envelope modulation plot. The periodic doubling
of the modulation frequency appears because the echo experiment
reveals only the absolute magnitude of the echo modulation. The
region of modulation doubling (as indicated within the small
dotted lobes which meet the abscissa) signi6es in the theory that
the sinusoidal plot changes sign for a few cycles; that is, with
respect to a reference axis, the nuclear magnetization vector of
the echo reverses direction by 180'.

transitions between themselves and cannot combine
with any other state. All transitions then involve only
a single energy diGcrence, and a single resonance ab-
sorption line results. Under any circumstance, the
coupling between the equivalent protons cannot be
observed for reasons which have been discussed in the
two pI'oton ease.

In the approximation that J«6, the relative inten-
sities and the number of lines which result are in
accordance with the following empirical rules found by
Gutowsky" for nuclei with I=-,', (a) The resonance of
N~ equivalent spins in group A, with maximum total
spin 5~ =e~/2, is split into 2511+I equidistant lines by
an equivalent spin group with total maximum spin 5~,
and conversely for the resonance of spin group B.
(b) The relative intensities of the resonance lines of A

are determined by the binomial coefTicient )

l'25, &

(Xg—l
which determines the relative amplitude of the Xgth
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FIG. 5. The upper photograph shows the echo envelope due to
protons in pure CHC12CH2C1 at a Larmor frequency of 31 Mc,
Both photographs are obtained by the method indicated in Fig. 1.
The time duration of the total sweep is 0.22 sec. The lower photo-
graph shows, on the same time scale as the upper one, the echo
envelope due to protons in a mixture of CHC12CH2Cl and chloro-
form (CHC13). The echo modulation frequency doubling effect,
which is seen in the pure compound above, does not appear below
because the echo component produced by the protons in CHC1&
(which alone does not exhibit envelope modulation) serves as
reference upon which the sinusoidal echo modulation due to
CHCl&CH&Cl may superimpose. Thus, the total echo vector
never reverses direction (see caption of Fig. 4).

line (EA = 1, ~ ~, 2Sit+1). (c) In addition, the ratio of
the splitting, measured in gauss, between adjacent lines
of group A to that in group 8 is given by IAIrIA/IAAIB. '
However, in cases where 8 J the above rules break
down. In Fig. 6 more than 2(SA+Ss+1) =5 lines
appear in this case.
IAlthough rule (b) holds only for I=-'„rules (a) and (c) hold

for arbitrary I, where S=nI replaces S=N/2.

B. Generalization of the Coupling for J«S
In most of the observed cases it is found that J«b,

and the Hamiltonian (10) in the absence of Hi can be
written as-

V~LSB,A(HO+ hA)+SB, B(HO+ hB)j ~+SB,ASB, 8
(11)

The average of the x and y components of J coupling
over the period 2w/8 is negligible compared to the
coupling in the s direction. The rule given for the
number and intensities of the lines may be understood,
for example, if we consider that spin group A sees a
local magnetic field given by He(A) =He+IrA+ JSB,B/'Y
and conversely for group 8. There are 2Sa+1 possible
values of S„~,where each of these values has the statis-
tical weight given by the number of ways in which the
component spins of a group may be oriented in order to
provide a given S,. For I=—, this statistical weight is
given by the binomial coeKcient presented previously,
where/A —1=Srt+SB,sandS, , ir=Sit Sit 1 ''' SB

%ith the above approximation in mind, consider a
physical model of the echo modulation in which the
local magnetic J field due to the s component of a
macroscopic spin vector MA is seen by Mir and vice versa
(let MA and Mit). If both of these vectors precess with
precisely the same Larmor frequencies, which is to say
that b =0, it becomes impossible by means of rf absorp-
tion to cause the s magnetic fields due to J, seen by
both vectors, to diGer. In the more precise terms of the
quantum-mechanical calculation, a constant J term is
added to all of the energy eigenvalues of the coupled
system, and Jdoes not appear in the diGerences between
those eigenvalues of spin states involved in allowed
transitions. However, if b is 6nite, a vector model will
show how the diGerence in Larmor precession fre-
quencies makes it possible for M& and M& to interfere
with each other due to J coupling. Let both of these
vectors precess in the xy plane after the first pulse
(let tot„=s/2) and view the system from xy coordinates
which precess at the Larmor frequency of Mz. Since
M, , A =M,, s after the first pulse (which is true regard-
less of the value of e~t under the conditions of the
experiment), the only difference in Larmor precession
frequency between these vectors during the time
between t„and v is that due to the chemical shift. At
the time a second rf pulse is turned on at t=~, then
3f „~and M,„;~are out of phase by br radians. After
the second pulse rotates the M vectors 90 degrees in
their respective cones, '4 the diGerence

Mg, A(r+tBB) MBl, B(T+tBB)=MA Mij coslbv' ~

Now, following the time t =t„+r, the M vectors precess
freely with a diGerence in Larmor frequency given by
the chemical shift 8 plus a difference in frequency due
to the J coupling s field; the vectors M~ and Ma do not
precess in equal fields due to J because M, , &/M, , &.
According to our model, this frequency diGerence is
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proportional to the diGerence in M, between the two
vectors after the second pulse. Consequently the
echoes formed at t=27 by each of the spin groups,
represented by the vectors M& and M&, will get out of
phase with each other. The magnitude of the resultant
formed by these component echoes will depend upon
the difference M, A(E+f„) M—, s(E'+t„),which deter-
mines the extent to which M~ and Mg precess in dif-
ferent local fields after the second pulse. As 7. is in-

creased, the phase di6'erence at t=2~ between M,„,~
and 3f,„,& varies sinusoidally, the maximum echo
amplitude therefore varies sinusoidally, and the echo
envelope modulation will contain frequencies which

depend upon J and b. If J=O, on echo modulation
cannot appear because the phase difference between
M „,~ and M,„,g due to 8, which is accumulated before
the second pulse, is exactly reversed or neutralized at
the time the echo is formed. If 8 =0, no accumulated
frequency difference may arise due to J coupling, al-
though the coupling still exists, because M, & is always
equal to M, , z. This model also explains why no echo
modulation is observed for one equivalent spin group
at resonance which is coupled to another spin group oG
resonance. It is obvious that both nonequivalent spin
groups (MA and M&) must be fhpped by rf pulses in
order that they may interfere with each other in a
sinusoidal manner. It must be kept in mind that this
macroscopic model does not give the correct quanti-
tative expression given by Eq. (8), derived quantum-
mechanically.

A generalized method for calculating the spin echo
due to two nonequivalent groups which couple is now
presented. The Hamiltonian (11)has the useful proper-
ties (1) that the magnitudes of the total spins S=

~
5, ~,

)S —1), (5,„—2~, of each group are constants
of the motion, and (2) that the 5, operators are good
quantum numbers in the approximation that J«B.
For each group with a given S, providing that bt «1,
the probability amplitudes a z are transformed to
u„,s (by an rf pulse) by the function

a

Ts,„,.= ((5+m)!(5—m)!(5+m')!(S—m')!1&

cotm+m'+Ep(~ f /2)
X (12)

(m+m'+p)!(S —m' —p)!(5—m —p)!p!

given by Bloch and Rabi."The terms in the sum over p
are suppressed for any factorial of a negative integer
which appears in the denominator, since the factorial
is then ininite. For two rf pulses applied to the spin
ensemble, which is initially at thermal equilibrium, the

rib» F;-Qo(3Ho h, o2ho) o3+3)]

Eo Ao[E(poohjo-f oo o(ho+33 93o/4]

Eo +[(E,hoo, ) go+-Id'oh-3oh3/W]

—E& =&LP(He+h)+~~
gr I( 1

E,-g((h~h, ).y-()-yho33. 33oA]

E~ Kg~ o+I)2) ~-~ ~8-flan 97 Eo /[3(Hoon)oII)]

2 g(3Hoohohho)-~o -Eh)

EpEg 4"4 44 Es4 44 4 4 &s4 &s-&r Es"EE

)

I

'I
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l
I
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(+)'-mp
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Fro. 6. Zeeman energy level diagram for a three spin system
with SA=1, SB=y, IA=IB=~. The solid vertical lines indicate
the number and arbitrary spacing of the resonance transitions
which would be observed in the steady state for J B. The dotted
lines show how these lines relate to the resonance lines at the
bottom for the condition that J&b.

SA, mA SB, sgB

The eightfold sum indicates that each of the two spin
groups A and 8 are separately summed over S and that
the probability amplitudes for each group are trans-
formed twice by two rf pulses. The component wave
functions characterized by m are transformed as
follows: for the erst pulse, ending at t =t„,m—+m', and
m' remains constant for t„&t&v-, after the second
pulse ending at t=r+I, m' —+m", and m" is constant
for f& r+I„.The arrow indicates that the final state is
built up from a superposition of initial m states. The
pulse duration time t„is neglected in the exponent since
t„«v,but appears in the T functions. The maximum of
the echo at t =2r is determined by calculating the
expectation value of the I+ operator with Eq. (13),

spin wave function at t =2v. is given by

'II'(2E') = Q (QSAmA "QS,B, mS "TSA, mA', mA

SA, SB, S1Ao tgBo
~AE~BE~A E~B

X TS~, mg', ~g"TSg, ~g, mg'TSgg, m~, mg'

X(ESAmA(O)QS, S, mS(O) eXP iT(h'r(HP+—hA)

X(mA'+mA )+p(Hp+hA)(ms'+ms")

+J(mA'ms'+mA "ms")j), (13)
where

P (~sA, (A)o(' +P ((Ess. s(o)('=1.
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Compound

CHC12CHO
CH2ClCHC12
CHC12CHC1CHC12

CH3OH (anhydrous, at—78'C)
CH3CHBr2
CH3CH2COOCC13
CH3CH2OH

J/2~ a/2~
in Cps+ in cps+

2.7
6.0
5.3

104
64
51

50 79
6.3 108
7.1 94
7.5 80

Figure

27
4, 5, 6, 8

6, 8

9, 17
9

11 13
compares
approxi-
mately

to 11, 13

Appendix

A
B
B

C-2
C-2
C-3

compares
approxi-
mately
to C-3

TABLE I. Echo modulation data at ~z„,„=32Mc. ~i&&p~H, 8, J.We have treated several cases involving
three spin groups (Appendix C-s, C-6) in which two are
at resonance and the third group is not at resonance. "
The group off resonance, such as Ii", usually has a
gyromagnetic ratio suKciently different from the nuclei
at resonance, such as protons, so that (&B—&H)IIo»(or.
The modifications required of the above calculations are
obvious in these cases and we shall not discuss them
here. Experimental values of I/2~ and 5/2s are given
in Table I for typical cases. The experimental echo plots
for these cases are in agreement within experimental
error with the theoretical plots. Particular references to
formulas in the appendix and to figures are given in
this table.

39 5.6 1, 2, 3 IV. DAMPING OF THE J COUPLING
C C

Br S Cl

+ Estimated error of all data is +5 percent.

using the procedure which led to the expectation value
given by (8). The observed echo can be considered as a
superposition of echoes from groups A and B. Each
group in turn is a superposition of echoes due to the
invariant total spins S& and S&, respectively. Therefore

~+so= Z(a*I I+, A I y)+Z(y*l I+, B I p) (14)
SB

and the matrix elements of I+, I, and I, are given by

(ml I+I m —1) = [(S+m)(S—m+1))t,
(m[I Im+1) =[(5—m)(5+m+1))', (15)

(mlI, lm) =m,

where &SA, ASB=0; Id, mIA=1, 6mB=0; IhmBI =1,
hmA =0. After the operation is performed in Eq. (14)
it is necessary to collect common factors of the term
Ia(o)s, ~l' and relate them to Mo, the macroscopic
equilibrium magnetization. This is done by using the
following relations:

~o=p p I (25B+1)p mAI GsA, mA(o) I'
SA SB tSA4,

+(25A+1)p mBlasB, B(o) I'],
(16)

(25B,A+1) Q mA, BlusA, B, mA, B(o) I

~A, B
Ii-IIP A B/2 Q ~A By

Sg SB
where

FA, B—(25B,A+ 1)(SA, B)(SA B+1)(2SA, B+1).

The above treatment can apply to more than two
spin groups which couple, and the number and type of
rf pulses (characterized by t„daIInt) may be arbitrary.
Both of the spin groups A and 8 for most of our experi-
ments are taken to be at the nuclear resonance condition
during the application of pulses because of the condition

For most of the cases which exhibit echo modulation
it is found that the entire envelope decays with a life-
time determined by T2 and thermal diffusion. The
observed envelope is normalized to unity and agreement
is obtained with the above theory, in which the J
coupling is assumed to be undamped or uninterrupted.
However, it is possible that the J coupling may be
perturbed not only because of T2, but also because of
certain effects such as rotational hindrance (discussed
in II with respect to CHClsCHO) and molecular dis-
sociation. In all of these cases the phase coherence of
the spin ensemble, which must be maintained in order
to observe the J coupling, is destroyed to some extent
because of the random interruption. of the magnetic
coupling between neighboring nuclei. The mechanisms

"We have discovered in the liquid compounds CFClHCHC12
and CF2HCHC12 (which were reasonably pure) that fluorine echoes
exhibit modulation and that there is a main splitting ( 1 kc at
co/2+=30 Mc) of the fluorine resonance into two lines which is
proportional to Ho. This is unexpected because (1) equivalent
nuclei alone cannot exhibit a field dependent splitting which is
due to the chemical shift, and (2) there can be no echo modulation
from equivalent nuclei at resonance unless they are coupled to a
second group of nuclei which is also at resonance and is non-
equivalent with respect to the first group. In the molecules above,
anomalous signals are obtained from Quorine nuclei which are
coupled to two neighboring protons which are not at the echo
resonance and which are nonequivalent among themselves.
However, fluorine echoes do not show a modulation (nor is there
a field dependent splitting of the Quorine resonance) in similar
molecules where equivalent Quorine nuclei are neighbors of protons
which are equivalent among themselves. We suggest, therefore,
that the anomalous Quorine signals are due to the JFH coupling
of Quorine with the nonequivalent protons, and that the anomaly
will be particularly strong if JHH B~H for the protons. In this
event the xy component of JHH coupling (which derives from the
term LIx&+I*&+iiIs&+Iom)]Inn) is suKciently strong to cause
the protons to Qip each other at a rate which may be comparable
to the inverse of the lifetime of the Quorine echo envelope. Con-
sequently the JFH coupling between the protons and Quorine
will be modulated by the change in proton spin orientation. lri
turn the local field at the Quorine nucleus (due to JFH coupling)
will be modulated at the rate at which the protons are Qipping.
This modulation, together with the magnitude of JFH, determines
the magnitude of the Quorine resonance splitting and echo
modulation. The frequency of the echo modulation is not related
to the Quorine resonance splitting, and, in fact, is field independent.
We shall not attempt here to account for this characteristic of the
echo modulation, but the above argument thus far does account
for the fact that the Quorine resonance splitting should depend on
the ratio BHH/JHH, and therefore on the Geld Zp (since bHH ~ Hp) ~
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Frcs. 7—12. For the condition J(&b, theoretical plots for various spin systems (obtained from formulas in the ap-
pendix) are shown which trace out the upper and lower limits of the echo envelope modulation. These traces are
periodic with frequency J/2m. The echo envelope, modulated at a higher frequency 8/2~, may be fitted and plotted
within the solid and dotted lines, as shown in Figs. 4 and 7. Frequency doubling occurs within the first dotted lobes
which meet the axis symmetrically in time, and the doubling reappears periodically.

by which this random process takes place shall be
described (1) by letting 8 and J take on different
discrete values (m constant in the absence of H&) in
order to describe such effects as the transfer between
rotational molecular isomers, and (2) by letting the
quantum state m change to other allowed m states in
a random manner (Iand e constant) in order to describe
the effect of Ti and T2.

A. Damping by Fluctuations of J and 5

First let us treat the damping process of the case
previously treated by the Hamiltonian (1) above.
Assume for a given orientation of two coupled nuclear
moments in a molecule that a certain J and 5 can be
assigned to the system. During the time the molecule
exists in an alternate form the coupled nuclei are
described by the parameters J' and 8'. By the method

given in III the expectation value of I+ after the erst rf
pulse is given by

iMp
V= (expi[y(Ho+h~)+I/25t

4

+expi[y(HO+ hq) —I/25t

+expi[y(HO+ h2)+ I/25t

+expi[y(H, +h, ) I/25t) =P f„,—(17)

where I= ~, J&(8; h», h2~h1', h2', and J~J' for the
other structure. Each of the two states of the molecule
will have a lifetime given by (X) ' and (V) '. The term
f„(where m=1, 4, in this case) represents the nth
component of n terms, each characterized by frequency
co„, which add to give the macroscopic transverse
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unprime system, form two solutions V~ and V2 for the
echo expression given by Eq. (19), and the observed
echo is given by V= V,+Vs. V is obtained for the
following conditions:

(X, lt'«d, d', J, J')

I VI =stlfpI1 —2 sin'(b. r/2)»n'(J"/2) I (20a)

where

8, = (M'+'A'd) /()t+ )t') and J,= P J'+)t'J)/(lt+)t');

(X, X'«d, d', J, J'):
~p t' dr Jr t

I VI = )t'I 1—2 sin' —sin' —
I2@+)') ( 2 2)

d'r J'7 i+),I
1—2 sin' sin'-

I
. (20b)2)

I s I s l I t s

0.0S O.IO

lN SECONDS

I I I

O.f5

Fxo. 13. Experimental echo modulation plot due to protons in
ethyl trichloroacetate. See Fig. 3 for meaning of both plots.

nuclear magnetization after the 6rst rf pulse. The inter-
change of the h and J parameters (ht, hs~e —ht', hs'',

J~J') requires that the expectation value given by
Eq. (17) be corrected in ord.er to account for the damp-
ing which will result because of incoherence. The
phenomenological equations of coupling which we use
to account for the damping are as follows:

F„itp„F„=—XF„+X'F„',—
F„' i(o„'F„'= —X'F„'+—XF

(18)

The solutions for F„arenow the corrected values which
include the damping and replace f in Eq. (17).For our
particular case there are four pairs of equations of this

type, one set for F and another set for F„',In order to
Obtain the echo at 1=27' 1t 1s agMn convenient to cal-
culate ts+ie for t) r+t with no damping. The result is

(19)

where f„*(r)is the complex conjugate of f„(r),and

bk, s „,the Kronecker delta, is zero for k/5 —n and
unity for 0 =5—rs. Each product of fs(t) and the sum
of four constant f„(r)terms is one of four such product
terms, each characterized by frequency &oh„which sum
to give the solution for V =u+is after the second pulse.
Now all of the f terms of Eq. (19) must be corrected
for damping. The corrected solutions F„(r)of Eq. (18)
replace f„(r)in the expression for V in Eq. (19).A new
set of equations, analogous to the set given by Eq. (18),
is then solved for the corrected FI, terms, and these
terms replace the fs(t) terms in Eq. (19). Two sets of
such equations, one for the prime and one for the

The above calculation can be generalized to apply
to any case, and appears to be useful for the analysis
of observable rate processes which cause a change in

the chemical environment of the nucleus. '~ We see from

Eq. (20a) that a fast interchange between different
values of J and h results in the observation of average
values of these parameters, and justifies our assumption
that J and h are averaged over all possible rotational
isomers of the ethyl type compounds which we have
investigated. No echoes have been observed in which
case Eq. (20b) above applies. We shall not give the
general solution for the damping of V, which can be
obtained from 'Eq. (19). In Appendix D the random
process for the above case of damping, which is de-
scribed by the phenomenological equations of Eq. (18),
is treated by a Fourier analysis and shown to lead to the
same result which is obtained by the use of Eq. (18).

B. Effect of Relaxation Time on the
Echo Envelope

The damping efkct due to relaxation is treated by
considering the random change of the quantum state m.
Let us use a model in which two nuclei with I= 2 have
di8erent relaxation times, and are coupled by J under
the conditions which led. to the result given by (8),
except that we let J«b. Assume, as t increases after
the erst pulse, that the states described by m~ and m~,
which are initially established after the first pulse, may
undergo the possible transformations indicated by the
schemes (1) my~~ —mg, dms =0, (2) ma~~ —ma,
hm~ =0, and (3) my~~ —mg, ms~+ —m~, D(my+ ms) =0,
where m = ~. Each of these three schemes is specified by
different relaxation times ('At) ', (4) ', and (4) '.

~~ J. T. Arnold and M. E. Packard, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 1608
(1951), have found for protons in the OH and CH& groups in
CHSOH and CRH&OH that 5 varies with temperature and con-
centration of several dissolved substances. This may be inter-
preted as a variation in X and ) ' for the associated and dissociated
states of the OH grog PV. Liddel and N. F. Ramsey, J. Chem.
Phys. 19, 1608 (1951) .
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Schemes (1) and (2) represent the effect of T~ and mutual
spin-spiri Qipping between nuclei of different molecules.
Scheme (3) represents the effect of mutual spin-spin
Qipping between the coupled spins in the same molecule,
where the states m& and m& change simultaneously.
Consider only the damping effect on the J coupling due
to schemes (1) and (2), and assume that the effect due
to (3) is negligibly small. The changes in the sign of m
for these schemes are made in the wave function given
by (13), and the expectation value of the I+ operator is
calculated for the initial unrelaxed state and each of
the two states into which the system can relax. Com-
ponent f terms from each of the expectation values are
again coupled by equations of the form given in Eq.
(18).Each f term is again characterized by a frequency
as in the damping calculation discussed in Part IV. A
term f can be correlated with the corresponding f' by
noting that both of these terms will have a common
initial condition factor which is established after the
first rf pulse. The solution, including the damping of
the echo envelope, is then obtained in the same manner
by which the damping in the previous case was cal-
culated (Eq. (20)). V is obtained for the following con-
ditions:

that the coupling due to the chlorine nuclei is absent
for small values of T2 due to quadrupole broadening.

C. Damping of the Proton Coupling in CH3OH

It is observed that the echo modulation due to
coupled protons in pure CH~OH (see Figs. 14—17) is
damped when a very small percentage of water is
added. Aside from the dissociation effect" in CH3OH,
a direct interchange of protons takes place between
H20 and CH3OH molecules. " Ignore the contribution
of the dissociation effect to the damping, and assume
that the damping is due entirely to the random change
of m, the spin state of the proton in the OH group of
CH3OH introduced by protons transferred from H&O
molecules. Let X represent the reciprocal of the lifetime
of a proton with a given m state in the OH group of
CH3OH. The echo signal from the small amount of H20
may be neglected. The result for the echo envelope due
to CH3OH, including the damping, is given for these
cases:

() »J):
( V( = (Mo/28)

~
3+11e 4"' cos'(Jr/2) ~, (22a)

(1/T„1/T,'»J):
[ V f

= —,'Mo(e '/™+e—'Ir ') (21a)

(1/Tm, 1/T, '«J):
[ V[ =-'Woe t'~&lr~+&~ ~') J(e '» 2+.e "2 ') co2s2(Jr/2)

+2e ' &'~ ~+'I ~' cos$r sin'(Jr/2)
(

,'Moe "I-'
&~ 1——2 sin'(br/2) sin'(Jr/2)

~

f» T2= T2', (21b)
(1/T,)J'»1/T, '):

[ V( =-,'Mo[ exp( J'8T2/4)+e —'I 2 cos'(Jr/2) (; (21c)

where 1/2'A~ = T2, 1/2X2 = T2', 8 =2r, and no restrictions
are imposed on 8 except that J«8. In Eq. (21a) the
echo envelope is damped exponentially, and no modu-
lation appears. The exponent 38/2T2 in Eq. (21b)
indicates that an additional relaxation mechanism is
present. It arises from the fact that the Qipping of one
nucleus interrupts the local field due to J seen by the
other nucleus. In the approximation that J«B this
effect reduces the coherence of precession of the system
by contributing a relaxation time of T2/2 to the ex-
ponent. For J 8 this relaxation time is a function of
J and 8, and Eq. (21b) becomes a very complicated
expression which will not be given here. The condition
expressed by Eq. (21c) shows how the J coupling is
severely damped by a very short relaxation time of one
of two coupled nuclei. Although both nuclei in this
model are at the resonance condition, the same damping
effect applies for one of the nuclei off resonance. This
justifies the assumption in cases such as CHC12CHO,

[ V( = (Mo/112) je '"'L(11/2) cosJr+6 cos'Jr
+ ~~cos3Jr]+s '"'L4(2+cosJr)

—12 cos2Jr] cosbr+44e 4"' cos'(Jr/2) ~, (22b)

where no restrictions are imposed on 8 except that
J«b. It appears from Figs. 14—17 that dissociation as
well as proton exchange is effective in damping the
echo envelope. As the concentration of H20 is increased,
8 decreases, which is considered to be chieQy caused by
the dissociation effect."We shall omit a discussion of
the damping calculations for CH3OH in the case of
dissociation, where 8 and J Quctuate. The results are
very similar to the form of Eqs. (20). On the basis of
proton exchange we estimate X 1 sec ' (X«J, 8) for
a mixture of 1 percent by weight of water at a tem-
perature of —O'C.

V. ORIGIN OF THE J COUPLING

Ramsey and PurcelP' have suggested that the J
coupling derives mainly from a nuclear-electron-nuclear
spin interaction. Gutowsky, McCall, and Slichter'~
have extended their treatment of the coupling in the
HD molecule to the coupling between pairs of coupled
spin groups in more complicated molecules, and thus
account for their observed J values. We shall not treat
this coupling mechanism in detail here, nor attempt to
correlate measured J values with theoretical values,

"Many compounds with ionizable hydrogen, such as NH4OH
and CH3COOH, exchange protons with CH3OH and damp the
echo envelope. For references and a general discussion of proton
exchange, see N. V. Sidgwick, Chemical E/ements and their Com-
pounds (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1950, Vol. 1, Chapter 1).
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to the Lamb diamagnetic correction Consider the
dipole field II ti, &/ri, is ( 10 gauss) for a proton nucleus,
which causes a Larmor precession of the kth electron.
The resulting current produces a field H' at the position
of a neighboring nucleus. A crude estimate of H' may
be obtained by multiplying H by the Lamb diamagnetic
correction factor ( 10 ') for the hydrogen atom, and a
splitting of 0.5 cps is obtained. This splitting com-
pares to the approximate value Drell has calculated"
for this interaction in the HD molecule, using Heitler-
London electron wave functions in Eq. (23). The small
size of this splitting is of the order of magnitude of the
splitting due to electron orbital contributions" and to
cross terms due to direct dipole coupling between the
electron and the nucleus. "

APPENDIX

The echo at 1=2~ is given for the following cases,
where groups A and 8 are at resonance:

(A) S&=Ski=-', , I&=I+=-,', p&=yii, b J (Type
CHC12CHO):

MOB' sing ( yq (
I Vl =

I
sin' ll sin' -(J'+b')'

I
cosJr

2i& 2

t sin'yq [2J'+b2

4 l b'

yy (cosJr) 2J'+b'—(cosip)l sin' — ll I 1+
2) E 2 ) b2

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Throughout this work we have studied shapes of
echo envelopes under the rf pulse condition that
cuit„=x/2. Slight deviations from this condition will

cause a marked deviation of the observed envelopes
from the theoretical plots; the shape of the envelope
depends critically on trigonometric terms which have
quadratic and cubic dependence on the magnitude of
H&. The inhomogeneity of H& over the sample is
minimized by placing the sample in the center of a
transmitter coil of larger diameter (three or four times
as large as the receiver coil) where IIi is homogeneous.
This is done most conveniently by fashioning the trans-
mitter coil according to the Helmholtz condition, and
crossing the transmitter and receiver at right angles
according to the nuclear induction technique. '

Most of the compounds measured have involved
relaxation times T~ and T2 of the order of several
seconds, and in principle the parameters J and 8 of the
order of 1/T2 are resolvable. However, an inhomo-

geneous 6eld Ho over the sample aggravates the
damping effect due to thermal diffusion, "which becomes
greater than the damping due to T2, and it is important
to shim the magnetic field sufficiently in order to obtain
a reasonable field homogeneity.
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J(J'+b')'
Xcos[r(J'+b2)&] +

2

X (sinJr) sin[r(J'+ b') '*]

wliere p =Myf

(B) S~ =-', , Sii= 1, I~ =I' = r', y~ =ye, b J, wit„
= m./2 (Type CH2C1CHC12):

I Vl =—'.gaol [ex(w 2w) 2y(w' 2x

Xexp[ir(b/2+3 J/4))+ c.c.
+ [zx(y —2g) —2w(y' —2z')]
Xexp[ir(b/2 3J/4)]—+cc.
+ [wy —2xs] exp[ i3Jr/2—]+cc.
+ (4/3) x'(y'+ g')+ (10/3) xs(w —w) (y —g)
—3(l w I'+

I y
I') —(8/3) I

w
I I y

+ (15/3)*'s'+ (4/3) '( '+ w') —(4/3) I

where c.c. indicates the complex conjugate of the pre-
ceding expression, the bar over a symbol denotes the
complex conjugate, and

i(b/3+3 J/2)
w= cos[-,'r(b'+ 8J+9J'/4)'*]+

(b2+ bJ+9J'/4) '*

Xsin[-', r(b2+ bJ+9J'/4) &],

—2~&V2
g= sin[-,' r(b'+ 8J+9J'/4) ']

3(b'+ 8J+9J'/4)'

i(b/3 —3J/2)
y= cos[-', (b' —8J/9J'/4) &]—

(b' —bJ+9J'/4) ~

Xsin[-,'r(b' —8J+9J'/4) l],

2QV2
sinPr(b' —bJ+9J'/4) &].

3(b' bJ+ 9J'/4) &—
For J(&b in this case, V reduces to

I Vl =(Mo/48) I11+12cosJr+cos2Jr
+ (8 cosbr) (cosJr/2 —cos3Jr/2) I.
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(C) The cases given below apply for I&=I&=-,',
V~ =ye, J&&(), k)(t~ =rc/2:

(1) Sg =1, S&=1, (Type CH&CICH&Br):

~
V) =—,',Mo(3+4 cosJr+cos2Jr

+4 (cos()r) sin'Jr~.

(2) S~ = —',, Se =—',, (Type CHEOH):

~
V (

= (Mo/224) [ 50+cos3Jr+ 6 cos2Jr+55 cosJr
+ (8 cos8r) (2+cosJr 3co—s2Jr) i.

(3) S&=—',, S&=1, (Type CH&CH&Br):

( V~ =(Mo/272) ~45+66 cosJr+23 cos2Jr
+2 cos3Jr+(8 cos8r)

X (5 cosJr/2 2cos—3Jr/2 —3 cos5Jr/2) i.

(4) S~=1, Se=1, excePt that I&=I&=1, (Type
CD ClkCDO):

~
V~ =(Mo/12)

~
1+4 cosJr+cos2Jr

+(4 cos8r) sin'Jr ~.

The cases below apply for three spin-groups A, B, and

C, where A and Bare at resonance and C is o8 resonance
(Ix=Ie=Ic= 2, y~=yegpc):

iMoX'

4(X+)(')
e[i( ark+ Cork )—)L—)E ]t/2

X+)('+it)ik)
X 1+

(nt)
sinh( —

f

—e

where Acr =co —co„'and

(k =L(l(+)(')'—Dk).'—2i(l( —l(')A(d. ]&.

A similar solution exists for F„'.F„canbe expanded
and expressed in the form

(5) SA =SB=Sc,', (Type CFHClCHCl&):

~
V~ =-', M() (

cos'Jr/2+ (sin'Jr/2)
X (cosL(E—L)r/2]) costtr ~,

(6) S~ =S&=-,', Sc=1, (Type CF&HCHClk):

~ V~ =—,'Mo~ cos'Jr/2+(sin'Jr/2)
X (cos'L(E' —L,)r/2]) cosbri,

where E and I. denote the coupling of groups A and
B with C.

(D) The solution of Eq. (20) is

iMoX'

4(&+X')

t t—t1

e (ill~—k) i+.l( e(irdn —x) il+ (i rdil k ) (i g)dit + l(l( I — e (i rdn k) (i im)+ (irdn ) ) i2dt

o o~o

p
t—t1 t—t1—tg

+l(2l(~ I (ie&an k)( l+tsi—)+(iwn' k')(i —t—)—t3)dt dt dt +.. .
J, J,

~t ~t—t1

+gk) ~ke(i&a~—x) i

Jo 4o

t—tl —t2— ~ —t2Ie —1

"+"')( 2+ 4+ 6+ ' ' '+ 2&)dt2I, dt2f,

~t—t1

+.) k+() ~ k(ie(un' k') i—
J, ~,

t—t1—t2— —tea

(ih~rk —X+X') (t1+ 3+t5+ ~ ~ +t2Ie+'& dt21+ldt21 ' ' 'dtj

Each term of the expansion represents a mode of
switching between two frequencies of precession or and
~'. The first term of the expansion is determined by the
probability e "' that the ensemble precesses at a fre-

quency co for a time t. The second term accounts for
the probability (e ""Xdt&)e "'(' '» that the ensemble

precesses at frequency co for a time between tj and
t&+dt&, then switches to the frequency k)„'and remains

for a time t—t&. The third term includes the probability
that the ensemble returns to frequency co and remains.
Successive terms account for increasingly frequent
jumps between frequencies co and or '. Each mode of
interrupted precession is therefore weighted and the
observed nuclear magnetization is a superposition of all
modes. A similar argument applies to the expansion
of P~.






